See application file for complete Search history. Stream its minimum bandwidth and then allocates any remaining bandwidth to the bit Streams in proportion to the (56) References Cited difference between the minimum and maximum output rates U.S. PATENT DOCUMENTS for the bit streams, with no bit Stream receiving more than a its maximum output rate. 2. Description of the Prior Art: FIGS. 1-3 A new problem in data transmission is the transmission of data that requires a high band width, is bursty, and has temporal constraints. Traditionally, data transmission has been done on the public Switched networks provided by the telephone companies and on packet networks. The public Switched networks are designed for interactive voice appli cations, and So provide relatively low-bandwidth circuits that Satisfy Stringent temporal constraints. The packet net Works are designed for the transfer of data between com puter Systems. The only constraint is that the data eventually arrive at its destination. The amount of bandwidth available for a transfer depends on the degree of congestion in the network. The packet networks thus typically make no guar antees whatever about when or even in what order the data in a burst of data will arrive at its destination. AS may be seen from the foregoing, neither the telephone network nor the packet network is well-adapted to handle high-bandwidth bursty data with time constraints. An example of Such data is digital television which has been compressed according to are required for the present discussion. The Standard defines a encoding Scheme for compressing digital representations of Video. The encoding Scheme takes advantage of the fact that Video images generally have large amounts of Spatial and temporal redundancy. There is spatial redundancy because a given video picture has areas where the entire area has the same appearance; the larger the areas and the more of them there are, the greater amount of Spatial redundancy in the image. There is temporal redundancy because there is often not much change between a given Video image and the ones that precede and follow it in a Sequence. The less the amount of change between two Video images, the greater the amount of temporal redundancy. The more Spatial redun dancy there is in an image and the more temporal redun dancy there is in the Sequence of images to which the image belongs, the fewer the bits that will be needed to represent the image.
Maximum advantage for the transmission of images encoded using the MPEG-2 standard is obtained if the images can be transmitted at variable bit rates. The bit rates can vary because the rate at which a receiving device receives images is constant, while the images have varying number of bits. A large image therefore requires a higher bit rate than a Small image, and a Sequence of MPEG images transmitted at variable bit rates is a variable-rate bit stream with time constraints. For example, a Sequence of images 2 that shows a "talking head' will have much more Spatial and temporal redundancy than a Sequence of images for a commercial or MTV Song presentation, and the bit rate for the images showing the "talking head" will be far lower than the bit rate for the images of the MTV Song presentation.
The MPEG-2 compression Scheme represents a Sequence of Video imageS as a Sequence of pictures, each of which must be decoded at a Specific time. There are three ways in which pictures may be compressed. One way is intra-coding, in which the compression is done without reference to any other picture. This encoding technique reduces Spatial redundancy but not time redundancy, and the pictures result ing from it are generally larger than those in which the encoding reduces both spatial redundancy and temporal redundancy. Pictures encoded in this way are called I-pic tures. A certain number of I-pictures are required in a Sequence, first, because the initial picture of a Sequence is necessarily an I-picture, and Second, because I-pictures permit recovery from transmission errors.
Time redundancy is reduced by encoding pictures as a Set of changes from earlier or later pictures or both. In MPEG-2, this is done using motion compensated forward and back ward predictions. When a picture uses only forward motion compensated prediction, it is called a Predictive-coded pic ture, or P picture. When a picture uses both forward and backward motion compensated predictions, it is called a Bidirectional predictive-coded picture, or a B picture in Short. Ppictures generally have fewer bits than I pictures and B pictures have the smallest number of bits. The number of bits required to encode a given Sequence of pictures in MPEG-2 is thus dependent on the distribution of picture coding types mentioned above, as well as the picture content itself. AS will be apparent from the foregoing discussion, the Sequence of pictures required to encode the images of the "talking heads" will have fewer and smaller I pictures and Smaller B and P pictures than the Sequence required for the MTV Song presentation, and consequently, the MPEG-2 representation of the images of the talking heads will be much smaller than the MPEG-2 representation of the images of the MTV sequence.
The MPEG-2 pictures are being received by a low-cost consumer electronics device Such as a digital television Set or a set-top box provided by a CATV service provider. The low cost of the device strictly limits the amount of memory available to store the MPEG-2 pictures. Moreover, the pictures are being used to produce moving images. The MPEG-2 pictures must consequently arrive in the receiver in the right order and with time intervals between them such that the next MPEG-2 picture is available when needed and there is room in the memory for the picture which is currently being Sent. In the art, a memory which has run out of data is said to have underflowed, while a memory which has received more data than it can hold is Said to have overflowed In the case of underflow, the motion in the TV picture must stop until the next MPEG-2 picture arrives, and in the case of overflow, the data which did not fit into memory is simply lost.
FIG of the time, a channel's slot 213 will be outputting fewer packets than the maximum to medium 207, and Sometimes may not be carrying any packets at all. Since each Slot 213 represents a fixed portion of medium 207s total bandwidth, any time a slot 213 is not full, a part of medium 207's bandwidth is being wasted.
In order to avoid wasting the bandwidth of medium 207, a technique is used which ensures that time slice 211 is generally almost full of packets. This technique is termed Statistical multiplexing. It takes advantage of the fact that at a given moment of time, each of the channels in a set of channels will be carrying bits at a different bit rate, and the bandwidth of medium 207 need only be large enough at that moment of time to transmit what the channels are presently carrying, not large enough to transmit what all of the channels could carry if they were transmitting at the maxi mum rate. The output of the channels is analyzed Statisti cally to determine what the actual maximum rate of output for the entire set of channels will be and the bandwidth of medium 207 is sized to satisfy that actual peak rate. Typi cally, the bandwidth that is determined in this fashion will be far less than is required for multiplexing in the manner shown at 210 in Multiplexer 303 maximizes the use of medium 207 by adjusting the bit rates of encoders 302(0 . . . n). As mentioned above, there is a relationship between bit rate and picture quality. Generally, the higher the bit rate, the better the picture quality. Consequently, in adjusting the bit rates of encoders 302(0... n), multiplexer 303 must be aware of the current picture quality of each bit Stream and must adjust the bit rates not only to maximize the use of medium 207, but also to maximize the picture quality of each of the bit streams 108(i).
As Mux 303 operates, it receives information from each encoder 107(i) that indicates the picture distortion rate for encoder 107(i)'s current encoding rate (DIF 3.11(i) ) and also keeps track of the fullness of encoding buffer 307(i) in encoder 107(i), as shown by arrow EBF 3.09(i). Encoding S buffer 307(i) holds bit stream 105(i) while it is being encoded, and encoder 107(i) must encode at a rate Such that encoding buffer 307(i) neither overflows nor underflows.
Multiplexer 303 determines from the current distortion rates of the encoders 107 which encoders need to encode at a higher bit rate and which can encode at a lower bit rate and at the beginning of a window, it adjusts the rate of each encoder 107, as indicated by the arrows BRCTL305(0. . . n), to maximize the picture quality for all of the encoders 107 while maximizing the degree to which medium 207's bandwidth is used. When multiplexer 303 reduces or increases an encoder 107(i)'s bit rate, it also reduces or increases the size of EBUF 307(i) in the encoder.
While the statistical multiplexer of Rao does maximize the degree to which medium 207's bandwidth is used, it has a number of shortcomings. Perhaps the most important of these is that it adjusts the multiplexing by changing picture quality. The System thus cannot guarantee any user a given quality of picture.
Another Shortcoming is that it requires encoders that encode digital imageS as piecewise-constant bit Streams. Such bit Streams have a lower degree of compression than variable-rate bit streams; further, the encoding rate and therefore the quality of the picture changes at the beginning of each window, with Sequences of fast changing images, this will produce coding artifacts in the pictures.
Still another is that the multiplexing requires feedback from multiplexer 303 to encoders 302(0 . . . n). One consequence of this fact is that multiplexer 303 will not work with prestored Sequences of pictures 111; another is that in order to use information like encoder buffer fullness 309 and distortion information 311 to allocate bandwidth in medium 207, multiplexer 303 must take into account the inner workings of encoder 107. A third is that there must be a high-speed connection between multiplexer 303 and each encoder 302 to exchange the control information. Finally, the bitrate Switching of the encoderS and the multiplexer is difficult to implement, particularly if it is necessary to Support Video inputs having different frame rates. It is an object of the invention disclosed herein to over come these shortcomings and thereby to provide an improved Statistical multiplexer.
SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION
The invention is embodied in a multiplexer that over comes the foregoing problems of the prior art by determin ing the rate at which each bit Stream is to be output to the medium in accordance with rate information obtained by applying a model of a receiver for each of the bit Streams to information contained in the bit stream itself The rate for each bit stream is determined Such that the receiver for the bit stream will neither underflow nor overflow and the multiplexer's use of the medium's bandwidth is maximized. Advantages of the multiplexer of the invention include the fact that all of the information needed to determine the rates is available within the multiplexer itself the fact that the technique will work with any kind of bit stream for which it is possible to make a receiver model that is able to determine an output rate on the basis of information read from the bit Stream, and the fact that adjustment of the output rates does not affect the contents of the bit stream.
In another aspect, the rate information for each bit Stream is provided as a minimum allowable rate and a maximum allowable rate and the multiplexer allocates bandwidth to the bit Streams by first giving each bit Stream its minimum allowable rate and then allocating any remaining bandwidth to the bit Streams up to the maximum rate for each bit Stream. In the preferred embodiment, allocation of the remaining bandwith for a bit Stream is done proportionally to the difference between the maximum and minimum rates for the bit stream.
In another aspect of the invention, the multiplexer further uses priority information about the bit streams in adjusting the rates of the bit Streams when there is not enough bandwidth for all of the bit streams to receive the minimum amount. Each bit Stream is either a priority one, priority two, or priority three bit stream, with priority one bit streams being required to meet the time constraints Set in the bit Stream, priority two bit Streams being required only not to underflow, and priority three bit Streams being permitted to underflow. Where bandwidth is necessary for priority one or priority two bit Streams, it is taken from priority two and/or priority three bit Streams.
Still another aspect of the invention is a multiplexer for MPEG-2 bit streams. The statistical multiplexer multiplexes a plurality of MPEG-2 bit streams and constant bit rate audio bit streams onto an output medium. Included in this aspect of the invention are a receiver model for MPEG-2 bit Streams and algorithms for using the model to determine the output bit rate for a MPEG-2 bit stream.
These and other aspects and objects of the invention will become apparent to those skilled in the arts to which the invention pertains upon perusal of the following Detailed Description and Drawing, wherein: The following Detailed Description will first present an overview of the preferred embodiment, will then provide a description of the hardware in which the preferred embodi 7 ment is implemented, and will finally provide a detailed description of the algorithms used to allocate bandwidth in the preferred embodiment. It is worth noting here that all of the information required by the above technique for allocating bandwidth can be obtained by applying the receiver models 811 to the infor mation received from the bit streams 109 and that informa tion need only be exchanged between bandwidth allocator 813 and transmission controllers 807. There is no need whatever to receive information from or provide information to the encoders 107. Put another way, all of the information needed to allocate the bandwidth is available within statis tical multiplexer 801 itself.
It is also worth noting that the technique of using a model of a receiver to control the rate at which a bit Stream is output to a receiver may be applied in other situations. For example, a receiver model could be used to control the rate at which a MPEG-2 encoder encoded data. The timing information is found in the header of the PES packet that encapsulates the compressed Video data The information is contained in the PTS and DTS time stamp parameters of the PES header. The MPEG-2 standard requires that a time Stamp be sent at least every 700 mSec. If a compressed picture is not explicitly Sent with a com pressed picture, then the decoding time can be determined from parameters in the Sequence and Picture headers. SMB 507(i) is a first-in-first-out pipe buffer which holds the bits of bit stream 109(i) while they are in transmission control 407(i). In the preferred embodiment, SMB 507(i) receives pictures 111 in bursts that contain all or almost all of the bits in the picture, depends on the picture size and maximal bit rate specified by the encoder. Such bursts are termed herein picture pulses, and the time period represented by such a picture pulse is denoted as T, which is the inverse of video frame rate. For example, T=1/29.97=33 ms for NTSC video coding. As previously stated, packet delivery controller 419 provides packets in time slices 211. The length of time of one of these Slices is denoted herein as T. In a preferred embodiment, T is 10 ms.
SMB 507(i) must of course be large enough to be able to accept picture pulses of any size during the time it takes to read out the largest expected picture pulse. SMB 507(i) In determining the range, TRC 413 sets the minimum rate for a given time slice 211 to the maximum of the rate required to keep SMB 507 from overflowing and the rate There are thus two maximum rates and two minimum rates that need to be taken into account in determining R, and R.
R is the maximum rate at which bit buffer 119(i) in any MPEG-2 decoder that conforms to the standard will not overflow; is the maximum rate at which SMB 507(i) will not underflow; is the minimum rate at which bit buffer 119(i) will not underflow; and is the minimum rate at which SMB 507(i) will not overflow.
R. R., are determined from the above four maxima and minima as follows:
R is the minimum of R and R R is the maximum of R1 and R2. What is needed to compute R, and R is a VBV model 415(i) that models the fullness and emptiness of bit buffer 119(i); what is needed to compute R, and R is a measure of the fullness and emptiness of SMB buffer 507(i). The model for the fullness of bit buffer 119(i) is termed herein VBV fullness and the model for the emptiness of bit buffer 119(i) is termed herein VBV emptiness. The algorithms for measuring VBV emptiness and SMB buffer emptineSS and fullness are simple and will be dealt with first; the algorithm for measuring VBV fullness is substantially more complex.
In the case of SMB 507(i), the measure of SMB empti neSS, Es, is the amount of free Space remaining in SMB 507(i). For a given time slice T 211(m), it is defined as follows:
where Fs is the actual SMB fullness measured by the Meter 505. Since there is a maximum size for MPEG-2 pictures, termed herein VBV SIZE, the way to prevent SMB 507(i) from overflowing is to guarantee that there is always an empty space in SMB 507(i) that is larger than or equal to VBV SIZE. If the free space becomes less than that, the minimum rate with regard to SMB 507(i), R, must be increased in the next time slice T (m+1) according to the algorithm below: Here, pic residual bits is the number of bits of the picture 111 remaining in SMB 507(i), q is the index of the picture currently being transmitted from SMB 507(i) and q+1, The above algorithm guarantees that all bits belonging to the picture 111 which is currently being delivered to bit buffer 119(i) will have been delivered before the decoding time DTS V, arrives. This algorithm may leave only one coded picture in the decoder's bit buffer for decoding. While this picture could be decoded correctly, a high bit rate will be necessary to deliver the next picture on time Such that all the bits belong to the next picture, p+1, will be available for decoding at the next decoding time instance. This require ment will result in a high bitrate requirement for next Tc period and will introduce congestion in the delivery media at the next Tc period. A better algorithm is one that guar antees at least two pictures (or more, as long as VBV model 415(i) does not indicate an overflow) in bit buffer 119(i), Such as the following:
In this Scheme, the minimal bitrate calculation is slightly changed by using the Second largest Value of DTS in bit buffer (119(i), DTS (q-1). That is the time stamp for the picture 111 preceding the last picture 111 to be sent to bit buffer 119(i). This scheme guarantees that the picture p has already be delivered to decoder 115(i) at t=DTS(q-1). Of course, it is even better to Set up the minimal bit rate So that the number of coded pictures in bit buffer 119(i) is usually more than 2.
Determining VBV Fullness: FIG. 6 When there is no need to prevent overflow of SMB 507(i), the maximum bitrate of bit stream 109(i) is determined from the VBV fullness indicated by VBV model 415(i). In the preferred embodiment, the computation of F (m) is governed by the following considerations:
The calculation requires a computation of the number of pictures 111 are currently contained in VBV model 415(i).
The calculation requires a knowledge of how many bits of the picture 111 which is currently being transmitted from SMB 507(i) presently remain in SMB 507(i). The data items used to compute F(m) in the preferred embodiment include the following: a. VBV SIZE, that is, the maximum size of a MPEG-2 picture. b. The absolute maximum bit rate R, which packet deliv ery controller 419 can provide to bit stream 109(i). At 607, F is computed. There are two cases. In the first case, shown at 609, the time stamp DTS for the current picture r in VBV model 415(i) indicates a time that is after the current time t for bit stream 109(i), so decoding of the picture r cannot yet have begun. Consequently, the bits that were sent during the last T211 are simply added to the bits that are already in VBV model 415(i) and F is incre mented by that amount. If the comparison of t and DTS(r) indicates that decoder 115(i) has already begun decoding the picture r, the Second case, shown at 611, is executed pic cnt VBV is decremented to indicate that one less pic ture is now represented in VBV model 415(i) and F is adjusted by the difference between the number of bits sent -to to decoder 115(i) in the last T. 211 and the total number of bits in the picture that is no longer represented in VBV model 415(i). After picture r is removed from VBV model, 415(i), the index r is incremented by 1.
Block of code 613 deals with the updating that has to be done when a picture q has been completely read from SMB 507(i). When that is the case, pic residual bits will have a value that is less than or equal to 0. The first updating that has to be done is shown at 615. The time stamp DTS for the picture 111 that was just sent is now the maximum DTS in Bit buffer 119(i), so DTS V, is updated with DTS(q) A picture q has also been added to the pictures represented in VBV model 415(i), so pic cnt VBV is incremented accord Bc is divided among the bit stream 109 in accordance with the ranges of rates specified by the TRCs(0. . . n) and in accordance with a set of priorities which indicate which bit streams 109 are more important. The priorities are provided by the operator of processor 907 and are set for each bit stream when the multiplexer is initialized for the bit stream. In the preferred embodiment, there are three levels of priority, according to the extent to which timely delivery of the pictures in the bit Stream is required: PL=1: Every picture in the bit stream will be delivered, and each of them will be delivered on time.
PL=2: Some picture will always be delivered on time. For example, a picture may be repeated to keep bit buffer 115(i) from underflowing.
PL=3: No time guarantees. The bit stream could even be interrupted to give the channel to another bit stream. PL1 and 2 are used for real-time video programs. PL3 is used for preemptible data, that is, data which has no real time requirements. Examples of Such data are non-real time Video programs or non-time-dependent data Such as E-mail. PL3 permits full use of the available bandwidth in situations where the Sum of the video data is less than the total vailable bandwidth. The total bandwidth available that T and the priority for each bit stream 109(i) is provided by input block 707. The total bandwidth, the priorities, and the maximums and minimums for the channels are employed in block 705 to allocate a minimal bit rate to each bit stream 109(i).
Details on the algorithm used to do this will be given below.
Once the minimal bit rates for all bit stream 109(0... n.) have been allocated, the algorithm Subtracts the allocated bit rates from the total bandwidth to determine whether any bandwidth remains (709 In the first case, either the input to SMB 507(i) must be decreased or the output from bit SMB 507(i) must be increased. Generally, the Second Solution can be employed in the short term and the first in the longer term. Beginning with the second solution, the extra bandwidth must be taken from priority 2 and 3 bit streams, beginning with bit streams 109(i) with priority 3. These bit streams have no time constraints and can be denied any bandwidth at all for as long as is necessary. Bandwidth can also be taken from priority 2 bit streams 109(i) that have space in their SMBs 507(i) by having them output a repeat of a picture until the panic condition is over or until their SMB 507(i) threatens to overflow. Of course, what the repeat produces at the receiver is a still picture. Because the repeat picture is totally redundant with regard to the picture it is repeating, it always has fewer bits than that picture.
Given that the reason for the Substitution is to free up bandwidth, it is desirable to make the repeat picture as Small as possible. That is achieved by Sending a repeat of a coded picture that is not used to predict other pictures. B pictures fulfill this criterion, as do P pictures that immediately precede an I picture in Sequences that do not contain B pictures. The Substitution technique requires that transmis sion controller 413 for a PL 2 bit stream respond to an indication of a panic from central bitrate controller 1007 by reading header information to determine the type and size of the picture being output and when it finds the proper kind of picture, following it with repeat pictures until the panic is OVC.
Where the problem is underflow of bit buffer 119, if the bit stream is a priority 1 bit stream, extra bandwidth must again be found and the techniques described above must be applied. If bit stream 109(i) is a priority 2 bit stream, the techniques described for priority 1 bit Streams may be employed, or if that is not possible, the bandwidth required for the bit Stream may be reduced by outputting a minimal sized repeat picture as described above until the panic condition is over or until overflow of SMB 507(i) threatens.
Where the problem is the threatened overflow of one or more SMB buffers 507, it may also be addressed by decreas ing the bit rate at which the encoders 107 produce data. If the encoders 107 are co-located with statistical multiplexer 401, feedback from multiplexer 401 to the encoders may be used to do this. With this kind of feedback, there is no require ment that multiplexer 401 understand the inner workings of encoders 107. All that the signal to a given encoder 107(i) need indicate is that the encoder must reduce its ouput rate by Some amount. Which encoderS receive the Signal can be determined in many fashions by multiplexer 401. One approach is to reduce the bit rate (and therefore the image quality) in channels on the basis of their priority levels; another is to reduce the bit rate in all channels equally. Typically, taking bandwidth from other bit streams would be a short-term solution that would be employed until the encoding rate could be changed. In the preferred hardware embodiment, short-term panic management is done in cen tral bitrate controller 1007, while long-term panic manage ment is done in control processor 907. 
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In a preferred embodiment, all of the bit rates involved in the above computation are rounded to an integer number of packets per Second.
CONCLUSION
The foregoing Detailed Description has disclosed to those skilled in the arts to which the invention pertains how to make and use apparatus for outputting a variable-rate bit
Stream which uses a model of a receiver of the bit Stream and information from the bit stream to determine a rate at which the variable-rate bit stream must be output to avoid overflow or underflow in the receiver. The Detailed Description has further disclosed a multiplexer which employs the apparatus to multipleX a Set of variable-rate bit streams onto a medium, has disclosed how Such apparatus and multiplexerS may be used with bit streams of Video images that are encoded according to the MPEG-2 Standard, and has given algo rithms for the use of models of MPEG-2 receivers to compute rate requirements.
The Detailed Description has disclosed the best mode presently known to the inventors of implementing their apparatus and multiplexers which employ the apparatus, it will, however, be immediately apparent to those skilled in the arts to which the invention pertains that the invention may be employed with variable-rate bit streams other than those which are encoded according to the MPEG-2 standard and that many other implementations can be made which will incorporate the principles of the invention but employ different Specific implementation techniques.
For these reasons, the Detailed Description is to be regarded as being in all respects exemplary and not restric tive, and the breadth of the invention disclosed herein is to be determined not from the Detailed Description, but rather from the claims as interpreted with the full breadth permitted by the patent laws.
